(EN) Student that does not see his subjects

Aula Virtual -

I have done the matrícula, changes of group, extension of matrícula, etc.

Check the summary of matrícula in Secretaria Virtual. If has assigned group put in contact with the Secretaria of the centre.

Take into account that the update in the Virtual Classroom does during the night.

The course finds unseen?

Sometimes, the user secretes any course doing click on the icon of the eye.

If there is any unseen course appears a link "Gestionar unseen courses" at the end of the listing of courses.

Click In the link and look for all the courses that appear with the icon of the streaky eye Course secreted.

Only it has to do click on the icon.

Appear the listing of courses and disappears.

This is due to the fact that it has minimitzat the block "Seen general of courses".

It can see the button minimitzat in the left side of the screen.

Erroneous selection of academic course.
It does not see assignatures in the application of mobiles.

- Check that has unseen courses.
- Test to do click on the icon to update with shape of crooked arrow that appears in the right top of the application.